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Probabilistically Safe Corridors
to Guide Sampling-Based Motion Planning
Jinwook Huh1∗, O¨mu¨r Arslan2∗, and Daniel D. Lee3
Abstract— In this paper, we introduce a new probabilistically
safe local steering primitive for sampling-based motion planning
in complex high-dimensional configuration spaces. Our local
steering procedure is based on a new notion of a convex
probabilistically safe corridor that is constructed around a
configuration using tangent hyperplanes of confidence ellipso-
ids of Gaussian mixture models learned from prior collision
history. Accordingly, we propose to expand a random motion
planning graph towards a sample goal using its projection
onto probabilistically safe corridors, which efficiently exploits
the local geometry of configuration spaces for selecting proper
steering direction and adapting steering stepsize. We observe
that the proposed local steering procedure generates effective
steering motion around difficult regions of configuration spaces,
such as narrow passages, while minimizing collision likelihood.
We evaluate the proposed steering method with randomized
motion planners in a number of planning scenarios, both in
simulation and on a physical 7DoF robot arm, demonstrating
the effectiveness of our safety guided local planner over the
standard straight-line planner.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to its simplicity and flexibility in handling a diver-
se set of configuration spaces without requiring an expli-
cit representation, sampling-based motion planning is the
mainstream approach to global motion planning for high-
dimensional, highly nonlinear robotic systems, such as robot
manipulators [1]–[4]. However, the performance of such ran-
domized motion planners strongly depends on the choice of
distance measure, sampling method, and local steering; and
is known to degrade significantly around complicated regions
of configuration spaces, such as narrow passages [5], [6].
This performance degrade is usually considered as an
issue of sampling, because uniform sampling has a Voronoi
bias towards yet unexplored larger regions of configuration
spaces; and accordingly many heuristic rejection sampling
approaches and retraction methods are suggested to mitigate
this issue, but retraction methods often require a distance-
to-collision measure [7], [8]. On the contrary, assuming
that this performance decay is due to the lack of effective
local steering, in [9] a geometric local steering policy that
can “feel” the local geometry of configuration spaces is
proposed for efficient planning around narrow passages;
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Fig. 1: (left) Probabilistically safe corridor in 3D space constructed
around a sample configuration (red) by using tangent hyperplanes
(gray) of confidence ellipsoids of a learned Gaussian mixture
model of configuration space obstacles. (right) Local steering via
probabilistically safe corridor in 2D space: An RRT is extended
along the safe direction (red dotted line) towards the projection of a
sample goal (red) onto the associated probabilistically safe corridor
(red polygon), instead of the standard straight-line extension (blue
dotted line) towards the sample goal.
however, its computation also requires a distance-to-collision
measure. Since the exact computation of distance-to-collision
in complex high-dimensional configuration spaces is hard
[10], Gaussian mixture learning [11] and locally weighted
regression [12] are applied to construct approximate proba-
bilistic models of collision and collision-free subspaces of
configuration spaces for fast collision checking and biased
sampling over free space and difficult regions of configurati-
on spaces. In particular, simultaneous modeling of collision
and free subspaces is shown to be critical for local planning
around narrow passages [13]. In this paper, by combining
the strengths of [9] and [11], we introduce a new notion
of probabilistically safe corridors for probabilistically safe
guided local steering for sampling-based planning without
requiring an explicit computation of distance-to-collision.
More precisely, we construct a probabilistically safe cor-
ridor around a configuration using tangent hyperplanes of
confidence regions of learned Gaussian mixtures that sepa-
rate the input configuration from the confidence ellipsoids,
as illustrated in Fig. 1 (left). Accordingly, we propose a pro-
babilistically safe local steering primitive towards a sample
goal configuration via its projection onto the probabilistically
safe corridor, as shown in Fig. 1 (right). Since the proposed
steering method exploits the local geometry of configura-
tion spaces via learned Gaussian mixture models (GMMs)
and generates steering motion within probabilistically safe
corridors, in our numerical simulation and experiments, we
observe that it yields a better exploration of configuration
spaces while minimizing collision likelihood.
In summary, the main contributions of the paper include:
i) a novel geometric approximation of configuration space
obstacles by confidence ellipsoids of learned GMMs,
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ii) a new construction of probabilistically safe corridors
using tangent hyperplanes of confidence ellipsoids,
iii) an effective probabilistically safe local steering primitive
that can minimize collision likelihood.
Using numerical simulations and real experiments, we de-
monstrate that the proposed probabilistically safe local stee-
ring approach can dramatically improve the performance of
randomized motion planners around narrow passages and
significantly outperforms the straight-line local planner in
high dimensional configuration spaces by decreasing the
number of collisions.
II. RELATED WORK
Sampling-based planning approaches suffer from heavy
computational time in complex environments since they
typically require a considerable number of sample configu-
rations and their collision checks. Therefore, several biased
sampling methods [5], [14] and rejection sampling methods
[15]–[17] are proposed to reduce the number of sample
nodes and so to improve computational efficiency. However,
these approaches have many heuristic parameters and require
explicit configuration space information, such as visibility or
collision boundaries, which usually limits their application
to low dimensional settings. Another alternative approach to
increase the computation efficiency is to reduce the number
of collision checks, using either lazy collision checking [18]–
[20] or fast probabilistic collision checks [11], [21]–[23].
Exact safety certificates are also utilized for minimizing the
computational cost of collision checks [24]. However, these
methods are still not able to address the narrow passage
problem of sampling-based motion planning.
In order to resolve the narrow passage problem, Zhang and
Manocha present a steering approach that retracts sample
configurations to become more likely to be connected to
nearby nodes [8]. However, it requires a significant number
of iterations to find a new collision-free configuration that
is around the collision boundary, and also requires an ap-
propriate distance-to-collision measure. In practice, since the
exact distance-to-collision measurement in high dimensional
configuration spaces is very hard, its applicability is also li-
mited to low dimensional motion planning problems. Moreo-
ver, workspace topology is utilized in biasing configuration
space exploration for planning around difficult regions [25],
[26], but the topology of high-dimensional configuration
space (e.g., robot manipulators) is significantly different and
more complex than the corresponding workspace topology.
Local safe corridors [27]–[30] recently find significant
applications in collision-free motion planning by using se-
quential composition of simple local planners [31]. Such
safe corridors are usually constructed based on a convex
decomposition of the environment, which requires an ex-
plicit representation of the environment. In [9], a sensory
steering algorithm is proposed for sampling-based motion
planning that increases the connectivity of randomized mo-
tion planning graphs, especially around narrow passages, by
exploiting local geometry of configuration spaces via convex
local safe corridors. This construction is further extended
to integrate local system dynamics and local workspace
geometry in kinodynamic motion planning [32]. However,
the original construction of sensory steering requires an
explicit representation of configuration space obstacles or
an explicit distance-to-collision metric, and so its direct
application to high dimensional motion planning is limited.
In this paper, we enhance this sensory steering algorithm
to adapt it to high dimensional settings, such as robotic
manipulation, by defining probabilistically safe corridors that
are constructed using a learned approximate probabilistic
model of a configuration space.
III. SAFETY-GUIDED RRT
VIA PROBABILISTICALLY SAFE CORRIDORS
In this section, we first present a brief overview of how
learning of Gaussian mixtures1 can be used for approximate
probabilistic modeling of configuration spaces, and then
introduce a new notion of a probabilistically safe corridor
around a configuration that identifies a safe neighborhood of
the configuration with minimal collision risk. Accordingly,
we propose a practical extension2 of the standard RRT
planner, called Safety-Guided RRT (SG-RRT), where tree
extension is guided to ensure safety constraints defined by
probabilistically safe corridors.
A. Gaussian Mixture Modeling of Configuration Spaces
Let C denote the configuration space of a robotic system
embedded in an n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn, and
denote by F ⊂ C and O ⊂ C, respectively, the free subspace
and the collision subspace (i.e., obstacles) of the configura-
tion space C, which, by definition, satisfy F = C \ O. In
general, an explicit representation of the free space F or
the collision space O in terms of simple geometric shapes
is known to be very hard to obtain, especially for high-
dimensional complex systems such as robotic manipulators.
Hence, as in [11], we consider approximate probabilistic
representations of the free space F and the collision space
O in terms of Gaussian mixtures models1, respectively,
denoted by GM(µF ,ΣF ,ωF ) and GM(µO,ΣO,ωO), that
are constructed using collision and collision-free sample
configurations as described below. Here, a Gaussian mixture
distribution GM(µ,Σ,ω), consisting of K ∈ N mixture
components, is parametrized by a list of mixture means µ :=
(µ1, µ2, . . . , µK) ∈ (Rn)K , a list of positive-definite cova-
riance matrices Σ := (Σ1,Σ2, . . . ,ΣK) ∈ (Rn×n)K and a
list of normalized mixture weights ω := (ω1, ω2, . . . , ωK) ∈
(R≥0)K , satisfying
∑K
k=1 ωk = 1, and its value at a point
x ∈ Rn is given by
GM(x;µ,Σ,ω) :=
K∑
k=1
ωiN (x;µk,Σk), (1)
1Although other probabilistic (mixture) models can be used for approxi-
mating F and O, we find it convenient to use Gaussian mixtures since their
confidence regions can be accurately and efficiently approximated using
confidence regions of individual Gaussians which have an ellipsoidal form.
2Safety guided steering via probabilistically safe corridors can be integra-
ted with any (sampling-based) motion planning algorithm (e.g., probabilistic
roadmaps–PRMs) as a local steering primitive, especially for uncertainty-
aware belief-space planning, which we plan to explore in a future paper.
Fig. 2: Examples of learned Gaussian mixture models. Ellipsoids
show the confidence regions associated with the confidence level
of κ = 0.9. (left) Gaussian mixtures in the 3D workspace shown
in Fig. 9, (right) Gaussian mixtures in the configuration space of a
2DoF planar manipulator.
where N (x;µ,Σ) is the multivariate Gaussian distribution
with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ,
N (x;µ,Σ):= 1
det(2piΣ)
1
2
exp
(
−1
2
(x−µ)TΣ−1(x−µ)
)
.(2)
Note that the numbers of mixtures, KF and KO, used for
modeling the free space F and the collision space O can
be different, especially the Meanshift clustering algorithm
used in this paper automatically determines the number
of mixture components using sample configurations based
on a geometric bandwidth parameter as described below.
It is also important to highlight that one can simply use
GM(x,µF ,ΣF ,ωF ) and GM(x,µO,ΣO,ωO) to estimate
how likely a configuration is in collision, which is leveraged
in [11] for fast collision checking and biased sampling. In
addition to such demonstrated potential improvements, we
shall show below that confidence regions of these Gaussian
mixture models can be utilized for understanding the local
geometry of the configuration space C and for increasing the
quality of the local steering heuristic (which is the Euclidean
distance in our case) to better approximate the true geodesic
(cost-to-go) metric of the configuration space C.
1) Learning Gaussian Mixtures: One can use a num-
ber of Expectation-Maximization (EM) variant methods for
Gaussian mixture learning for modeling the free space F
and the collision space O using collision and collision-
free sample configurations in an offline or online manner,
as in our previous work [11]. In this paper, we apply the
Meanshift clustering method [33] with a Gaussian kernel for
learning Gaussian mixtures using collision information of
sample configurations obtained during previous attempts of
a randomized motion planner, which is a convenient way of
learning from past experiences and exploiting the collision
history. In addition, this approach resolves the problem that
general mixture modeling approaches have no explicit way
of determining the required number of mixtures, because the
Meanshift clustering requires a kernel bandwidth B instead
of the number of clusters K. The kernel bandwidth B can
be set based on the desired level of spatial resolution. With
the bandwidth B, we initialize the clusters and then perform
a single step EM update to estimate cluster statistics. We set
the membership weight value as zik = 1 if the ith point in N
samples is included in the kth cluster, and zik = 0 otherwise.
Then, the cluster statistics (mass mk, mean µk, covariance
matrix Σk, and weight ωk) for the kth cluster are given by
mk =
N∑
i=1
zik, µk =
1
mk
N∑
i=1
zikxi, ωk =
mk∑K
j=1mj
,
Σk =
1
mk
N∑
i=1
zik(xi−µk)(xi−µk)T, for k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}.
In Fig. 2, we present some examples of constructed
probabilistic models of different configuration space and
workspace by the suggested approach. Fig. 2 (left) shows
a probabilistic model to define the collision space from
3D point clouds obtained by a depth sensor. Fig. 2 (right)
shows the generated probabilistic models using collision
information of samples in the configuration space of a 2DoF
planar manipulator. Such probabilistic representations of
configuration spaces can be utilized for collision likelihood
estimation, as a computationally efficient alternative to the
exact distance-to-collision measurement [11].
2) Confidence Regions of Gaussian Mixtures: While a
Gaussian mixture model GM(µF ,ΣF ,ωF ) of the free
space F can be used to bias sampling over the free space,
in addition to its use in fast collision checking [11], we
propose a new novel use of confidence regions of a Gaussian
mixture model GM(µO,ΣO,ωO) of the collision space O
for understanding the local geometry of the configuration
space C, which is the main contribution of the present paper.
Definition 1: The confidence region Cp(κ) of a continuous
probability distribution p : Rn → R≥0 associated with a
confidence level κ ∈ [0, 1] is defined to be the super level
set Lp(τ) := {x ∈ Rn| p(x) ≥ τ} of p, for some τ ∈ R≥0,
over which the cumulative mass distribution of p is κ, i.e,
Cp(κ) = Lp(τ) such that
∫
Lp(τ)
p(x)dx = κ . (3)
Hence, it is convenient to have Lp(κ) denote the level
function of p that returns the corresponding level of p
defining the confidence region Cp(κ), i.e.,
Cp(κ) = Lp(Lp(κ)). (4)
Although confidence regions of an arbitrary probability
distribution cannot be expressed explicitly in terms of simple
geometric shapes and so are needed to be computed numeri-
cally [34], confidence regions of Gaussian distributions have
an analytical ellipsoidal form.
Remark 1: For any confidence level κ ∈ [0, 1], the ellip-
soidal confidence region CN (µ.Σ)(κ) and the level function
LN (µ,Σ)(κ) of the Gaussian distribution N (x;µ,Σ) are,
respectively, given by
CN (µ,Σ)(κ) =
{
x∈ Rn
∣∣∣(x−µ)TΣ−1(x−µ) ≤ F−1χ2n (κ)},(5)
LN (µ,Σ)(κ) =
1
det(2piΣ)
1
2
exp
(
−1
2
F−1χ2n (κ)
)
, (6)
where Fχ2n : R≥0 → [0, 1] denotes the cumulative probability
distribution of χ2n distribution with n degrees of freedom.
Hence, for any τ ∈ R≥0, the confidence level κ of the super
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Fig. 3: GMM confidence regions. (a) Super level sets of individual
Gaussians at confidence level κk = κ. (b) Super level sets
of Gaussians at the confidence levels corresponding to a shared
probability level. (c) An example configuration space (collisions are
in blue and free space is in red) and (d) the associated confidence
ellipsoids of learned GMM distributions from collision samples
(black in (c)).
level set LN (µ,Σ)(τ) of the Gaussian distribution N (µ,Σ) is
explicitly given by
κ = L−1N (µ,Σ)(τ) = Fχ2n
(− log(τ2 det(2piΣ))). (7)
Accordingly, since it lacks an exact closed-form expres-
sion, we suggest approximating the confidence region of
a Gaussian mixture distribution GM(µ,Σ,ω) associated
with a confidence level κ ∈ [0, 1] as a union of ellipsoi-
dal confidence regions of individual Gaussians, associated
with confidence levels κ := (κ1, κ2, . . . , κK) that satisfy∑K
k=1 ωkκk = κ , as
CGM(µ,Σ,ω)(κ) :=
⋃K
k=1
CN (µk,Σk)(κk), (8)
=
K⋃
k=1
{
x ∈ Rn|(x− µk)TΣ−1k (x− µk) ≤ F−1χ2n (κk)
}
,. (9)
Observe that, by construction, we have∫
CGM(µ,Σ,ω)(κ)
GM(x;µ,Σ,ω)dx ≥ κ . (10)
A standard choice of the confidence levels of individual
Gaussians is κk = κ for all k as shown in Fig. 3 (a);
however, this usually yields a poor approximation of the
actual confidence region of the mixture model because
less accurate Gaussians with high variances become more
influential in determining the confidence region. A more
accurate analytical choice for the individual confidence levels
is κk = L−1N (µk,Σk)
(
τ
ωk
)
based on a shared probability
level τ =
∑K
k=1 ω
2
kLN (µk,Σk)(κ) [35]. Alternatively, in
this paper, we use an iterative search algorithm to find a
more accurate shared probability level τ as described in
[35] and set κk = L−1N (µk,Σk)
(
τ
ωk
)
for all k, as shown in
Fig. 3 (b). With this approach, we obtain confidence regions
of Gaussian mixture models that approximately represents
configuration space obstacles, as illustrated in Fig. 3 (c)-(d).
B. Probabilistically Safe Corridors
Suppose GM(µO,ΣO,ωO) be a Gaussian mixture mo-
del constructed as described above for modeling the col-
lision subspace O of a configuration space in Rn and
let CGM(µO,ΣO,ωO)(κO) be the corresponding approximate
confidence region associated with a desired confidence level
κ =
∑KO
k=1 ωOkκOk . Accordingly, we define the probabili-
stically safe corridor around a configuration p ∈ Rn to be
SCO(p):=
{
x
∣∣∣(p−µOk )TΣ−1Ok(x−µOk )‖Σ− 12Ok (p−µOk )‖2 ≥min
( √
F−1
χ2n
(κOk )
‖Σ− 12Ok (p−µOk )‖
,1−
)
, ∀k
}
,
(11)
=
x∈Rn∣∣∣ (µOk−p)TΣ−1Ok(x−p)‖Σ− 12Ok (µOk−p)‖2 ≤max
1−
√
F−1
χ2n
(κOk )
‖Σ− 12Ok (µOk−p)‖
, 
, ∀k
,
(12)
which is constructed using tangent hyperplanes of con-
fidence ellipsoids of Gaussians and is a closed convex
polytope, as depicted Fig. 4. Here,  ∈ R is a scalar
safety tolerance parameter, and ‖.‖ denotes the standard
Euclidean norm, and for any positive-definite covariance
matrix Σ ∈ Rn×n, a positive-definite choice of Σ− 12 is
Σ−
1
2 = V
(
diag
(
1√
σ1
, 1√σ2 , . . . ,
1√
σn
))
VT where Σ =
V diag(σ1, σ2, . . . , σn)V
T is the singular-value decompo-
sition of Σ. It is also useful to observe from (5) that
F−1χ2n (κOk) = ‖Σ
− 12
Ok(µOk−p)‖
2 for any confidence region
boundary point p ∈ ∂CN(µOk ,ΣOk)(κOk). Hence, the safety
constraints encoded by SCO are relaxed with increasing .
Proposition 1: For  ≥ 0, the probabilistically safe corri-
dor SCO(p) of a configuration p ∈ Rn is a nonempty convex
neighborhood of p; and for  > 0, SCO(p) strictly contains
p in its interior S˚CO(p), i.e., for any p ∈ Rn
p ∈ SCO(p) ∀ ≥ 0, and p ∈ S˚CO(p) ∀ > 0. (13)
Proof: By definition (12), the probabilistically safe
corridor SCO(p) is constructed as an intersection of half-
spaces and so is a convex polytope. Moreover, for any  ≥ 0
(resp.  > 0), these half-spaces are guaranteed to contain p
(resp. strictly in their interiors). Thus, the result follows.
Proposition 2: For  ≤ 0, the probabilistically safe cor-
ridor SCO(p) of a probabilistically safe state p ∈ Rn \
CGM(µO,ΣO,ωO)(κO) contains p in its interior S˚CO(p) and
is also probabilistically safe, i.e.,
p ∈ Rn \ CGM(µO,ΣO,ωO)(κO)
=⇒ p ∈ S˚CO(p) ⊂ Rn \ CGM(µO,ΣO,ωO)(κO).(14)
Proof: For any p ∈ Rn \ CGM(µO,ΣO,ωO)(κO), we
have from (5) that
√
F−1
χ2n
(κOk)
‖Σ− 12Ok(p−µOk)‖
< 1 ≤ 1−  for all k.
Hence, the result directly follows from (12) and the fact that
for any safe configuration p ∈ Rn \ CGM(µO,ΣO,ωO)(κO)
Fig. 4: Local steering via probabilistically safe corridors. (left)
Example tree extension using a probabilistically safe corridor in
2D space, (right) Probabilistically safe corridor in 3D space.
the probabilistically safe corridor SC(p;µO,ΣO,κO) is
bounded by tangent hyperplanes of confidence regions of
individual Gaussians that strictly separates the point p from
the Gaussian confidence ellipsoids.
Note that the safe corridor SCO(p) around a probabili-
stically unsafe configuration p ∈ CGM(µO,ΣO,ωO)(κO) can
be empty for  < 0, especially for Gaussian mixture models
with significant overlap. Fortunately, many Gaussian mixture
learning algorithms yield proper mixture models with mini-
mal overlap. Moreover, in order to resolve this issue, one can
consider using a nonnegative , which adaptively relaxes the
safety constraints of SCO(p) depending on the safety level
of the configuration p and yields a nonempty relatively safe
corridor SCO(p). Thus, an optimal selection of  is  = 0,
which ensures nonempty safe corridors for all configurations
(Proposition 1) and exact probabilistically safe corridors for
probabilistically safe configurations (Proposition 2).
C. Guided Steering via Safe Corridors
We now describe a novel use of probabilistically safe
corridors for guided local steering of sampling-based plan-
ning, in particular, RRTs. In the original RRTs, a sample
configuration qrand is randomly drawn in the configuration
space, and then its nearest node qnear in the tree is found
based on a distance measure, which is set to be the standard
Euclidean distance in this paper. Then, a new configuration
qnew is slightly extended from qnear towards qrand, say using
the standard straight-line steering. If qnew is collision-free,
it is added to the tree as a new node, which is connected to
the nearest node. If qnew collides with an obstacle, then tree
construction repeats with another qrand.
In this paper, we propose a new approach for tree expan-
sion where qnew is adjusted to head towards collision-free
space using probabilistically safe corridors SCO, as shown
in Fig. 4, by projecting qrand onto SCO(qnear) as follows:
qproj = ΠSCO(qnear)(qrand) (15)
where ΠA(x) := arg mina∈A‖x− a‖ is the metric projection
of a point x ∈ Rn onto a closed convex set A ⊆ Rn; that is
to say, ΠA(x) returns the closest point of set A to the input
point x. Hence, the tree is extended towards qproj instead of
qrand, as shown in Fig. 4.
Proposition 3: If a sampling-based motion planning algo-
rithm is probabilistically complete for the standard straight-
line steering, then the straight-line steering towards the pro-
Algorithm 1 Tree Extension in Configuration Space
Require: : µO, ΣO
1: T .init(qinit);
2: while Distance(qgoal, qnew) > dmin do
3: qrand ← GetRandomSampling(), iter = 0;
4: while iter < max iter do
5: qnear ← GetNearestNeighbor(T , qrand);
6: qproj ← SteeringGuide(µO, ΣO, qnear, qrand);
7: qadj ← StraightLineSteering(qnear, qproj, δ);
8: if StraightLine(qnear, qadj) is Collision-Free then
9: T .addTree(qadj), iter = iter + 1;
10: else
11: break;
12: end if
13: end while
14: end while
jected goal onto probabilistically safe corridors, as described
in (15), preserves its probabilistic completeness for  > 0.
Proof: The result simply follows from Proposition 1
because the probabilistically safe corridor SCO(p) of a
configuration p ∈ Rn strictly contains p in its interior for
 > 0 and the metric projection onto a probabilistically safe
corridor locally behaves as the identity map. In other words,
for  > 0, the straight-line steering toward the projected goal
onto probabilistically safe corridors is locally equivalent to
the standard unconstrained straight-line steering.
One computational challenge of our guided steering ap-
proach is that it requires to recompute the metric projection
of qrand onto SCO(qnear) for each new selection of qrand
and so qnear. Metric projection onto a convex polytope can
be solved using any state-of-the-art quadratic optimization
solver. For efficiency, we apply the active-set method for qua-
dratic optimization, which is an iterative solver that ensures
a feasible solution and a decrement on the objective function
at each iteration. This enables us to inherit some useful
information from prior computation and stop its computation
after some desired number of iterations. In order to reduce to
computational cost, we keep qrand the same until a maximum
number of iteration max iter is reached. This enables us to
warm-start the active set method with the active constraints
of the previous computation. If active constraints at the
optimal solution are given, then a quadratic optimization
problem with inequality constraints can be converted into a
quadratic problem with equality constraints, which requires
significantly less computational time to solve the optimizati-
on problem. For example, previous active constraints could
be still active for slightly changed qnear if the sample goal
qrand is kept the same. Therefore, to increase computational
efficiency, we always check first if the quadratic optimization
is feasible with previously active hyperplane constraints of
probabilistically safe corridors.
1) Tree Extension in the Configuration Space: Algorithm
1 presents the pseudocode for the proposed tree extension
methods in the configuration space. Here, the nearest node
Algorithm 2 Tree Extension in Task Space
Require: : µO, ΣO
1: T .init(einit, qinit);
2: while Distance(qgoal, qnew) > dmin do
3: qrand ← GetRandomSampling();
4: qnear ← GetNearestNeighbor(T , qrand);
5: qnew ← StraightLineSteering(qnear, qrand, δ);
6: Xrand,Xnear,Xnew ←FwdKin(qrand, qnear, qnew);
7: Xproj ←SteeringGuide(µO,ΣO,Xnear,Xrand);
8: ∆Xadj ← Xproj−Xnear||Xproj−Xnear|| · ||Xnew −Xnear||;
9: qadj ← qnear + J†(qnear)∆Xadj ;
10: if StraightLine(qnear,qadj) is Collision-Free then
11: T .addTree(qadj);
12: end if
13: end while
qnear of a random goal qrand in tree T is extended by a
new node qadj towards the projected goal qproj through the
probabilistically safe corridor SCO of qnear. If the random
goal qrand satisfies the safety corridor constraints, then the
tree is directly extended to the random goal, just like the
standard straight-line extension method. In our implementa-
tion, we set the maximum number of iterations, max iter
(Line 4), for using the same random goal qrand to be 3, and
we select the maximum stepsize of the straight-line planner,
δ (Line 7), manually depending on the desired accuracy level
of collision checks.
2) Tree Extension in the Task Space: For task space
planning, we also use probabilistically safe corridors for
guiding the end-effector of a manipulator as described in
Algorithm 2. Using forward kinematics, we define Xrand to
be the end-effector position of the random goal qrand and
Xnear to be the end-effector position of the nearest node
qnear of qrand in tree T . Here, our objective is to steer the
end-effector position Xnear towards Xrand via the projection
Xproj of Xrand onto the SCO(Xnear) along the safe corridor
SCO(Xnear) in 3D space, as shown in Fig. 4. Accordingly,
we select a steering step that is proportional with the stepsize
of the standard straight-line steering of the end-effector as
∆Xadj =
Xproj −Xnear
||Xproj −Xnear|| · ||Xnew −Xnear||, (16)
and determine the corresponding configuration as:
qadj = qnear + J
†(qnear)∆Xadj, (17)
where J† is the pseudoinverse of manipulator Jacobian J ,
satisfying J† = JT (JJT )−1. In Fig. 5, we illustrate the
guided steering of a manipulator using probabilistically safe
corridors in task space: The new configuration (magenta),
suggested by the standard straight line planner, collides
with obstacles, whereas the adjusted configuration (green),
consistent with probabilistically safe corridors, moves in the
tangent direction of obstacles.
3) GMM-based Biased Sampling: In our experiments, we
also compute the mixtures of Gaussian GM(x,µF ,ΣF ,ωF )
Fig. 5: Examples of task-space steering of a robotic manipulator.
Here, the new configuration (magenta), suggested by the straight
line planner from the nearest configuration (black), is adjusted to a
better configuration (green) based on the associated probabilistically
safe corridor.
for modeling the free space, which is used for biased samp-
ling over the free space as described in [11]. For the settings
where biased sampling is used, instead of uniform sampling
in Line 3 in Algorithms 1 and 2, we randomly sample
a configuration from the collision-free Gaussian mixture
distribution GM(x,µF ,ΣF ,ωF ). This sampling method
increases the likelihood of a new sample being collision-free,
and so can increase the computational efficiency of planning
as discussed below.
IV. RESULTS
We evaluate SG-RRT in various environments using both
a simulator and a real robot. We analyze the performance
of SG-RRT by comparison with several existing RRT ap-
proaches. In addition, we demonstrate SG-RRT on a real
humanoid robot and provide results under real settings. All
experiments are performed on a 2.7GHz PC, and all planners
are implemented in Matlab.
A. Learning Gaussian Mixture Models
In all our experiments, we learn Gaussian mixture models
offline by using the samples generated during the standard
RRT planning (which was rich enough for accurate modeling,
see Fig. 6(b)) and by manually selecting the kernel band-
width for the Meanshift clustering so that the desired level
of representation resolution is guaranteed. In particular, we
select the Gaussian kernel sizes for the Meanshift clustering
as 10 degrees for 2DoF manipulator planning, 20 degrees
for 7DoF manipulator planning, and 5 cm for task space
planning. GMM learning takes 1.61 seconds for 191 clusters
from 10,000 collision samples for 2DoF manipulator, 58.97
seconds for 1,096 clusters from 19,456 collision samples
for 7DoF manipulator, and 3.64 seconds for 189 clusters
from a 3D point cloud (including 18,413 data points) for
task space planning. For probabilistically safe corridors, we
set the desired confidence level κ = 0.9 and the safety
tolerance  = 0.01 for all cases. In future work, we plan to
consider online GMM learning for adaptive motion planning
in dynamic environments.
B. 2DoF Planar Manipulator
For ease of visual presentation, we first consider motion
planning of a 2DoF planar manipulator whose first link is
0.4 units long and second link is 1.6 units long as illustrated
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Fig. 6: RRT planning performance for a 2 DoF planar manipulator
in Fig. 6(a). In Fig. 6, we compare the computational perfor-
mance of several variants of RRT planners (the standard RRT,
the biased-RRT with 10% goal bias, and the bidirectional
RRT) with and without our proposed safety guided steering.
Here, GMMs are learned offline along the collision space
boundary (as shown in Fig. 3 (d)) using collision samples
obtained during the standard RRT planning (green points
in Fig. 6(b)) and they are used online for constructing
probabilistically safe corridors. In our quantitative evaluation,
we consider the total execution time and the total number
of collision checks as a performance measure, and we
obtain the statistics (average and standard deviation) of these
performance measures by running each planning algorithm
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Fig. 8: (left) PRM with the standard straight-line planner, (right)
PRM with our safety guided local planner
for 50 times for 20 different start and goal pairs. In overall,
we observe that our safety guided steering increases compu-
tation performance significantly over the standard straight-
line steering by dramatically reducing the required number
of planning iterations (i.e., collision checks) to find a path
between any given start and goal pair, as shown in Fig.
6(e). Because safety guided steering via probabilistically safe
corridors minimizes collision risk by adaptively adjusting
steering direction and stepsize. As a result, our safety guided
local planner yields steering action that are significantly less
likely to be in collision; whereas the standard straight-line
planner ends up being in collision with more than 50%
chance, as seen in Fig. 6(e). Finally, we find it useful to
emphasize that the construction of and the projection onto
a probabilistically safety corridor takes around 0.2 msec in
average for each new sample (denoted by “CorridorTime” in
Figure 6 (d)), which is in the same order of magnitude as the
computation cost of a collision check that takes around 0.3
msec.
In Fig. 7, we demonstrate how the average number of
RRT iterations (i.e., collision checks), required for finding
a path between any given start and goal pair, changes with
the number of sample collision configurations (i.e., training
data) used for Gaussian mixture learning. As expected, the
performance of RRT planning with safety guided steering
increases with the increasing size of training data as a result
of increasing accuracy of the Gaussian mixture model.
In Fig. 8, we present an application of our safety guided
steering to the probabilistic roadmap (PRM) planning of
the 2DoF planar manipulator. As seen in Fig. 8, our safety
guided steering noticeably increases the connectivity of a
PRM as compared to the standard straight-line planner.
Here, two vertices of a PRM is said to be connected if
safety guided steering can joining them in at most 100
TABLE I: GMM and PRM Computation Times
GMM Construction Time (sec) PRM Construction Time (sec)
Num. of Sampling GMM Total Num. of PRM Collision Connected
Samples Time Time Time Vertices Time Checks PRM
300 0.1665 0.0489 0.2154 100 2.4750 7,983 No
500 0.2023 0.1220 0.3244 150 5.4377 18,361 No
1,000 0.3855 0.2632 0.6487 200 10.3674 35,306 No
2,000 0.7640 0.4236 1.1876 250 16.0856 55,517 No
4,000 1.5159 0.8545 2.3704 300 23.0590 81,274 Yes
6,000 2.2659 1.2205 3.4904 350 30.2114 107,841 Yes
8,000 2.8811 1.4230 4.3011 400 38.6380 134,851 Yes
10,000 3.6009 1.6100 5.2109 450 49.1138 171,122 Yes
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Fig. 9: RRT planning performance for a 7DoF manipulator: (top) Sequential planning tasks, (middle) Average execution time, (bottom)
Average number of collision checks
steps. Finally, to briefly compare the computation cost of the
learning phases of the GMM and PRM methods, we provide
in Table I the average computation time for the GMM
and PRM constructions for the 2DoF planar manipulator
planning. As expected, for the same number of samples,
GMM learning is around two orders of magnitude faster
then the PRM construction because the connectivity test of
PRMs is significantly computationally costly than the nearest
neighbor search and the statistics computation of GMM.
C. 7DoF Manipulator in 3D Space
In order to validate the performance of SG-RRT quan-
titatively in high dimensional space, we compare it with
traditional approaches with a 7DoF manipulator in 3D space
using the Webots simulator of the Cyberbotics Ltd. company.
Fig. 9 (top) shows the simulation scenario that is composed
of seven sequential planning tasks. This scenario includes a
difficult task, where the robot must remove its arm from
the lower shelf and then insert it into the upper shelf.
The simulation trials are repeated 50 times for accurate
evaluation, and we use the average execution time and the
number of collision checks as the evaluation criteria.
For the comparison, we evaluate the standard RRT, safe-
guided RRT (SG-RRT), and safe-guided RRT in the task
space (WSSG-RRT). In addition, since we can apply GMM-
based sampling as described in Section III-C.3, we also
evaluate GMM-based RRT (Gmm-RRT), GMM-based safe-
guided RRT (GmmSG-RRT), and GMM-based safe-guided
RRT in the task space (GmmWSSG-RRT). Note that we
apply a bidirectional method (RRT-Connect) [36] in all
approaches. The Gmm-RRT can be faster than the standard
RRT, and the GmmSG-RRT is the fastest among all approa-
ches. The WSSG-RRT and the GmmWSSG-RRT are faster
than the RRT and Gmm-RRT. This demonstrates that the
end-effector of the manipulator is effectively guided by the
safe corridor in the high dimensional space, and it can reduce
the computational time and the number of collision checks
compared to traditional approaches. We also observe in Fig.
9 that SGRRT planning is faster and requires less collision
checks in configuration spaces than in task spaces, because
probabilistically safe corridors are geometrically more infor-
mative when constructed in configuration spaces than in task
spaces. Therefore, the tree extension with the safe corridor
is significantly more efficient than the traditional methods.
D. Physical Robot Experiments
We demonstrate the performance of SG-RRT on a 7DoF
manipulator (length: 85cm) of an actual humanoid robot and
an RGBD camera (ASUS Xtion Live Pro) with the scenario
shown in Fig. 10 (top). The robot is positioned 35cm from
the shelf (35cm × 37cm) on the table. Figure 10 presents
the comparison results of GmmSG-RRT and the standard
RRT in terms of the execution time and the number of
collision checks. Note that we apply a bidirectional method
(RRT-Connect) and give 10% goal biased samples. Since
the GmmSG-RRT adjusts a new node in the direction that
avoids obstacles using probabilistically safe corridors and
also utilizes biased sampling over collision-free space, the
sample connectivity increases around narrow spaces, and
tree expansion efficiently avoids obstacles. GmmSG-RRT is
significantly efficient even when the robot needs to insert
its arm onto the shelf. On the other hand, the computational
time and the number of collision checks for the standard RRT
planner dramatically increases in such complicated tasks.
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Fig. 10: RRT planning performance with an actual physical robot:
(top) Experiment with a physical robot, (middle) Average execution
time, (bottom) Average number of collision checks
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we present an effective local steering ap-
proach for sampling-based motion planning using probabi-
listically safe corridors of learned Gaussian mixture models
of configuration spaces. We construct a probabilistically safe
corridor around a configuration using tangent hyperplanes of
confidence ellipsoids of Gaussian mixture models that are
learned using collision history to approximate configuration
space obstacles. Accordingly, we propose a probabilistically
safe local steering primitive that extends a random motion
planning graph towards a sample goal using its projection
onto the associated probabilistically safe corridor, which heu-
ristically minimizes collision likelihood. We observe that the
proposed local steering approach improves the performance
of sampling-based planning in challenging regions, especi-
ally narrow passages, by adjusting steering direction and
stepsize. In our simulations and experiments with a real robot
manipulator, we demonstrate that our proposed safety guided
local planner shows significant performance improvement
over the standard straight-line planner for randomized motion
planning of 2DoF and 7DoF manipulators. In a future paper,
we plan to extend our work using online GMM learning for
uncertainty-aware adaptive planning.
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